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Model for Deadlock-Free Resource Allocati'iJlO~NOT_ REMOVE 

Section 2: Linear Algorithms for Deadlock Prevention 

}revention of Deadlock 

In ~GTM 93 we presented a model of a resource allocation system that 
eLabled .lS to formulate linear algorithms for dynamic deadlock detection. 
E: judicious choice of the scheduler data base, these algorithms attained a 
significant advantage in speed over deadlock detection algorithms that have 
previously appeared in the literature. In this memo we will show how the 
same model can be used, almost trivially, to prevent deadlocks, rather than 
to merely detect them. As in CGTM 93, these results present linear (i.e. 
djrectly proportional to the number of jobs) algorithms to do the calculation, 
an.d are extendable to the previously unexplored case of simultaneous 
resource-sharing among ,:"obs. Once again it is the advantageous choice of 
trie Sct1eduler data base that gives us these results. 

II. Static vs. Dynamic Prevention 

The model for deadlock detection presented in CGTM 93 is dynamic in the 
sense that no advance information is required about the resource needs of 
tLe jobs, and no restrictions are made upon the jobs' use of resources insofar 
af the number and order in v.1hich they are requested, used, and released 
if concerned. The behavioral assumptions about the'system are listed in Section III 
of that memo. As has been indicated by Shoshani, and Havender, certain conditions 
OL the Job behavior are necessary if a deadlock is to arise at all. There-
fore, by suitably restricting the possible behavior of jobs in the system, 
sl>~h that any violation of the allowed behavior is cause for immediate 
termination of the job, one or more of these necessary conditions will be 
violated, and hence the possibility of deadlock does not exist. We will 
therefore call any scheme that restricts job (or resource) behavior in such 
a manner that one of the necessary conditions is violated and hence deadlock 
becomes impossible, a static prevention method. When one of these methods 
is employed, every possible state of the system, given any combination 
of jobs and resources, "Till be safe (i. e. free from deadl ock) , simply because 
t he type of behavior that I.iould lead to an unsafe state is not sllotJed. 
Tbese methods ~,lill be discussed in a subsequent memo. 
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A dynamic prevention method is one which will operate a system in such 
a manner that it will never enter an unsafe state, even though job behavior 
1s not restricted a priori to eliminate these states. If we consider all 
t~le possible allocation states of the system to be represented as nodes in 
a directed graph, with the edges being all possible transitions between 
s::ates, then it is the task of a dynamic prevention method to determine, 
solely from the current state of the system and some (probably limited) 
amount of advance information, v-1hich transition to use to take the system 
i~to a safe next state (i.e. one that is neither in a deadlock nor will 
lead to a deadlock). In our model each allocation state is represented 
1,/ the state of the scheduler data base, and a transition by the system 
from one allocation state to another occurs whenever a change is made in 
t:le scheduler data base. We have constructed the model so that only the 
s'heduler, in response to either a REQUEST or a RELEASE primitive by one of 
t'~e jobs. can make changes to the data base. Therefore we will aim for 
algorithms that operate as part of the normal scheduling primitives to prevent 
B._y changes in the data base that will lead to an unsafe state. 

III. (i'~her dynamic prevention models 

In order to prevent deadlock in a dynamic method, some form of 
8dditlonal information about a job's future behavior or potential behavior 
m:,st be a-vailable to the prevention algorithm. This information is supplied 
[c the .job at the time it enters the system, and it is expected that during 
:i s existence, the Job viII stay within the limits that it set for itself. 
EeDce '·e have for each Job a set of self-imposed restrictions on its behavior 
(rather than the system-imposed restrictions when a static prevention method 
if used). In Haberman's model, this information is in the form of the 
maximum number of elements of each resource class that will be needed 
simultaneously at any time in its existence. Since this information may not 
be knovD. to the job until it has processed some data, each job must specify 
its need considering the worst possible case in all data dependent decisions. 
Since even this may not be knovn precisely, conservative estimates are often 
tr;e only information that can be provided by the job in advance. Of course 
depending on the data, the job may never actually require the full maximum, 
or it may require it for only a very short length of time during the entire 
d ::'ation of the job. Hence specification of such maximums tends to lead 
aY'; allocator into inefficient use of system resources in an effort to 
prevent deadlock in the (often unlikely) case that the maximum allocations 
are actually requested. 

;3hoshani's model at.tempts to improve the efficiency of the system 
resource allocator by requiring the job to specify in advance even more 
de~ailed information about its potential behavior. In his model, each job 
is required to specify its behavior as a series of discrete steps, each of 
~~ich is of unknown duration but of known resource needs. The allocator 
ca~l then piece together the small (and presumably less demanding of resources) 
steps from all jobs in a manner that utilizes the system resources more 
e:":f'iciently. In the degenerate case 'Where each job consists of exactly 
one step, Shoshani's model is identical to Habermann's. There are several 
cr ,cial assumptions "lort;l noting about both of these models: 
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_1..,) They 'batt req uire information only about the number of resource elements 
needed by a job -'in Shoshani's case, the job must specify a sequence 
of these numbers. corresponding to the sequence of job steps). However 
i~ is assumed that the time at which the actual need will arise, and 
~~e duration of the allocation, are unknown and unpredictable. 

-) '~he information supplied must be accurate. Neither model considers 
+',ne resource requirements to be probabilistic in any sense, and deadlock 
is prevented absoluately, rather than with only a high probability. 

C_~bey8oth assume ~hat a resource element can be allocated to, at most, 
one job at any time, and that once allocated, it cannot be deallocated 

either the allocator or any other job until the job to which it is 
allocated, by its own volition, invokes a Release primitive to 
deallocate that specific resource element. Hence neither simultaneous 
resource sharing, of any kind, nor resource preemption, at any cost, 

:'~ alloife(j. 

;~11 resources are considered to be "hard" resources which themselves 
c ~10t require other resources of the system to be allocated to them 

i~ order ~o function. Hence there is no consideration of virtual 
resource mappings or multiplexing, and only one level of allocation 
j s r:onsidered. 

If time and duration of use as well as number of resource elements are 
~::1ovn in advance, then the problem becomes one of optimization since complete 
Llformation is now available. This then reduces a problem of operation 
r-esearch. 

Models to avoid deadlock based on probabilistic predictions of need, 
rather than absolute limits do not exist as yet and might be a fruitful 
srea for future research. Algorithms might be formulated such that the system 
,ould a1 '-'Jays be operated with a probability of deadlock less than some 
specified e. Presumably these algorithms could be extremely fast and 
:·oulo "be much more amenable to current systems where future resource 
requirements are often difficult to predict accurately. 

All multiprogramming and multiprocessing systems violate assumption 3) 
since resource sharing, typically of data sets and core storage, and priority 
preemption, typically of the CPU resource, are a fundamental part of such 
systems. In a later section of this memo, we will present a dynamic pre
JentioL method that permits resource sharing and hence is more amenable to 
~3e in ~urrent systems. 

Assumption )~) is violated by most time-sharing systems and many multi
p!'ocessing systems, siLce virtual resources that themselves compete for 
:::'esources are becoming a more and more common phenomenon. Later we will also 
look into some of the implications of these systems for deadlock prevention 
~jhemes , 
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~hc new data base 

s ~lown iYl r i gurE- 1 of 

~s shown in Figure 3. It is identical to Bl 

rM 9~', but with the addition of matrix M. 

i.tIe assume that at ':"ntry into the system, each job J. specifies a 
1 

":naximuIY;, resource demand" vector F. = [~., M
2
., ••• M .] such that at no 

1 II 1 ml 

t ,Lme d,j,r'ing it:::: existen:2e will job ,r. simultaneously need more than M .. 
1 Jl 

}'c'SOUr2E' elements of r'::-sourc(~ class h., j=l, 2, ••• , m. This is the only 
J 

c1'lVanCe information req dred of any job, and no assumption is made about 

t ,"e seq,~e~ce in whichY'f?SOurc.'es are required, or the duration of their use 
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1, jot, ~. J::n this dat;(i basE' we assume that no resource sharing is allowed. 

Tl ,8t is, :311 ~'eso~u'ce e~ements :::~equested by J. must be exclusively controlled 
1 

has any access to them. The next section relaxes 

ttlis unduly harst restriction and permits resource sharing by otherwise 

',; related ,iot:s. :~ecal1~C;(' of clssumption L. ) above, we must have 

rv[ i, j J ~ T~ IvW.x C j J j ~-= 1 .2 , ..., m. In addition to the vector M., 
1 

w} ich fer now we have 88sumec :cemains fixed for the entire duration of job 

J, in t Le ;-::;yste'r.t~ therp ,.viii also (Ie two other vectors A. and D. that describe 
1 1 

t Le clJ.Y'Y'ent sta"':: ~", !~f' ill ~{2C'tly the same manner as they did in CGTM 93. 

Tl ''3.t i::~. i, i is the nwr:'r er ;)f reSOUl1 ce elements of type R. currently assigned 
J 

t J
i

, aile I
j

:
L 

,~the n~:mbe'Y' of "esource elements of type R
j 

that must be 

a::3E3ignec + "';' 
<, C tJ. 

1 
, ~an proceed. 
L 

re;-Jource Tequir~L:lent, of ·f.!, we must have 
.L 

Since M. represents the maximum 
1 

f '. ' all .~, aLe .J a: all :, imes. i~s 'before, if D [i, j] > 0 for any j, then job 

J; is in thc- wa~t st,atf'.' fOT a~ allocation of D [i, j ] elements of resource 

If' Dli,jJ=:O fJr all j and fixed i, then J. is active. 
1 



'dE' will also define a vector TT such that I....

i 

l'or all :i and j. Thus ;J. represents the "unassigned" portion of the maximum 
l 

possible resource allocations to .J., and is therefore the maximum. size of any 
1, 

:'uture resource demand by job J., given its current allocation A.. Obviously 
1 1 

-'or all i and j. 

Because U. can be derived from A. and M. for any i whenever needed, 
1 l l 

~ t is riot ~epresented J.n the data base B
3

• It is, however, used throughout 

7he algo~ithms to be described next. 

f,'hhave also replclced fiIiJ1Jlffi in Bl with U1'WMB in B
3

, due to the fact that 

~N1JM13 is defined relat i ve to the D matrix, and in the prevention algorithms 

+he role of the J mat:r'::_x will be replaced by the U matrix. Hence, we will 

llot need DIiflJMB, 'out wi:::"l 'Jefine UNUMB[jJ as the number of elements in the 

:i.th row of U that are greater than o. We will also redefine WAITCPUNT 

:"elative to UNUMJ3 rather than to DNlJMB, as the number of UNUMB[i] > O. 

v. ;~lgorithm L4 

/)..shas been shown by Babermann, a system S is safe if any only if 

~here exists a sequence F which we will call a finishing sequence) of all 

'obs in := such that i renumbering the jobs so that J
k 

is the kth job in F) 

1, 1J < RFREE 
i-I 
L AlkJ i=2,3, ••• , n 

k=l 

'"here all operations a"'e considered to be m-compon~nt vect~r ~~er~ti~n~. 

"his formula is simila~' to the one given in section V of CGTM 93, and can be 

,:btained from that one by simply replacing D with U whenever it occurs. 
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The reasoning fOT this ~~s obvious, since in CGTM 93 we assumed that for all 

~ cbs only the ('1.lI'1:ent ~Ulsat isfied Eiemands D were known to be impeding the 

pl'ogress of those jobs. Once its demand D was satisfied, a job was expected 

tc resume making progress, and nothing was known about any future demands by 

that ,jot. Hence 'we haa to assume that nothing else would be needed by that 

jC) beyond its current cemand. In the present situation however, we know 

ir: advance that job J. '3n at no time, either currently or in the future, 
1 

ms lze 3. demand g:reater tYan TT, (unless it happens to first release some 

r"=30UI'ce2,. which of cou~se :it mayor may not do). Hence by guaranteeing 

t?'st the <~O[, 2sn bp 3e'~'.lenced so that the maximum possible demand could be 

me~~, '.Je are assured tha t an;y actual demand less than or equal to that maximum 

will also be ~et. 

Another wa-;:l ":: 0 look at this would be as follows: suppose at the current 

i:1stant Avery job .J.; wer'2 'to simultaneously request all the remaining resources 

U. whicb it declared it cnight need but has not as yet been aSSigned. 
-I 

for all i]nd the situation is identical to the one already 

discussec in :;G'I'T:l j , si::'lce if deadlock is not detected in this extreme Situation, 

i"'~ cannct possilly 'be aE,l worse s.t any time in the future and hence the system 

is safe fc)r all future '. Lmes as well. 

As :night well be e:x:pected, algorithm L4 to prevent deadlocks is derived from 

algorithm Ll to detect t:1em by simply substituting U
i 

for Di everywhere, and, 

-sj.':',ce rrTME was o~'iginally defined relative to D, by replacing it with a 

cO:-Tesponding UJ\rlTMB defi~1ed relative to U. That is, as far as being able to 

as'ertainwhether or not a deadlock can ever occur, we need only consider 
ttl'" :rema:ining potential:emana U. and can ignore the current demand D .• 

l 1 
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Essentially the algorithm maintains its "deadlock detection" characteristics 

'ut only as applied to the worst possible demand at any future time rather 

,han simply to the current demand situation. The rules for applying this 

algorithm to prevent deadlock as part of the Request and Release primitives 

:nust also be modified somewhat. However, as was demonstrated by Habermann, 

finishing sequences F for systems with known maximum resource demands also 

'c'xhibi: ~he "early cutoff" property described in section VII of CGTM 93. 

:encewe can in.corporate the modified BUMP procedure from L2 into L4 directly. 

he f:~nal algorithm L\ is as follows: 
1+ 

=-) Vie assmne the ordering rule Z is defined so that each column j of Q is 

ur'dered a\~cording to increasing numbers of resource elements of 

type j that remain for potential demand by the job. That is: 

ULQ[i,jJ" J < U[Q[i+l,j],j] 

for i=l,=-, ••• , QSIZE[j ]-1 

Initialization: 

:1ARK[ ,j J t- 1 j=l, 2, ... , m 

J=l, 2, .• " m 

\"(' t- WAITCOUNT 

DN[i JNTJMB[ i : L::c:l, 2, ... , n 

l: A[i,jJ such that UNUMB[i]=O j=l, 2, .'" m 
i 

) ~he algorithm: 

FE PEAT : f~) r ,'j : = 1 unt i 1 m do 

L1: begin parallel 

L2: 

THRESH [ j J) 



L --I. 
t. 

end parallel 

BUMP(I); 

MARK[j] := MARK[j] + 1; 

I := Q[MARK[j], j] 

end 

if we = 0 then < no deadlock > 

else if ACe o then < deadlock > 

else oegin 

THRESH • - THRESH + ACe; 

,\C'C := 0; 

go to REPEAT; 

end 

8 

:: ince procedure BUMP dC1es not involve either D or U, it is identical to that 

en page ,~:l of ':GTM 9 3 ~ And is reprod uced here for completeness only. 

if DN[I 0 then 

;f I=i( then < stop, no deadlock> ; 

Ace := Arc + A[I]; 

'::"nd; 
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JT Scheduler Primitives 

t~s8efore, our objective is to maintain the system at all times in a 

deadlock-free condition. Now with the additional advance information about 

maximum resource demandE, it becomes possible to guarantee that an allocation 

~ill never be made that leads to a deadlock situation. In the case of no 

acvance information, deadlocks could be detected only at the instant when they 

o~~~urred, that is, when a j 01:: made a request that could not be satisfied from 

tt~; current "free resources If pool and it had to be placed into the wait state. 

If a deadlock did not exist previously, the entrance of a job into wait state 

might have created one, and the deadlock detection algorithm 12 had to be 

executed to decide. However, if the demand could be satisfied, a new deadlock 

was impossible. 

with advance information however, it is not the refusal of a demand due 

tc insufficient free resources but rather the assignment of free resources to 

sajisfy a current demano that can create a deadlock situation where none 

existed previously. Although this may seem strange at first, it becomes obvious 

when we note that the prevention algorithm L4 is defined in terms of D
i

, not 

B., and ~. changes only when X. changes, i.e., when an allocation or deallocation 
J 1. l 

iE made. In other word s, the prevention algorithm foresees the possibility 

of any demand D-" less than or equal to D., so that the actual occurrence of 
l 

SL:c::h a demand does not hange the safeness of the situation in any way. 

However, the satisfaction of a demand, either at the time it is made or some 

later time when resources became available, changes the remaining potential 

oem.and of that ot and :reduces the resources available to the system for 

sa'::isfying potential demands of other jobs in the system. We therefore must 

execute algorithm L4 to see if the reduced resource availability is still 

sufficient to satisfy the remaining potential demands of all the jobs according 

to at least one sequenci~g F. 
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With this in mind ~e can proceed to redefine the Request and Release 

p~-'imitives as defined in section VI of CGTM 93. 

Req'Jest (N) where N is the m-component vector that specifies 

the new resource elements needed by J .. We assume 
l 

N ~ U., in each component, since otherwise we would be 
l 

violating the assumption that M. is the maximum possible 
l 

demand of J .. 
l 

1) If N ~ RFREE (in each component) then proceed as follows: 

\ a; 
I A. ~ A _0 + N; ( sot hat U. ~ u. - N;) 

l l l 

c) For eacll component j of N that is :> 0, re-order the jth 

column of the Q matrix (which is ordered by rule Z on 

the val~e of U.) by removing J. from its current position 
l l 

and re-~nserting it according to rule Z. 

d) Execute the sequence finding algorithm L4 to find a finishing 

sequence F. If it succeeds, then no deadlock has been created 

snd the system is still safe. In this case, we must invoke 

the Allocate primitive for each resource element requested 

by N, aDd then read a "go ahead" signal back to J .• 
l 

If algorithm L4 fails, then this allocation would have created 

the deaclock and must not be made. Therefore we must "undo" 

it by 

[1] restoring A. (U), and RFHEE to their original values 
l 

[:: ] removing J. from its new slot 
1 

in the Q matrix and 

replacing it in its original position. 

-to indicate that job J. must now wait, we set D. ~ Nand 
l l 

aoc J i to the system waiting list WAITQ according to 

ordering rule Y. 
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If it is not true that N :$ RFREE in every component, then 

the job J. must be placed into wait state at once. Since there 
l 

is no possibility of an allocation being made, the checking 

algorithm need not be executed, and the position of J. in the Q 
1 

matrix will remaing unchanged (remember, the rule Z for ordering the 

columns of '~; is based only on U. and this only changes when an 
1 

allocation is made). Hence we need only perform 

a) 

b) 

r. ~ 1':; 
1 

add J. to the system waiting list WAITQ according to ordering 
1 

rule Y. 

Release (W) where N is the m-component vector that specifies the 

resource element s no longer needed by J. • Obviously N ~ A. since J. 
111 

can only release resources already assigned to it. 

1) a) A. ~ A. - N; (so that U. +- U. + N;) 
1 l 1 1 

b) RFREE ~ RFREE + N; 

c) For each resource element requested by N invoke the Deallocate 

primitive for that resource class. 

d) For each component j of N that is > 0, re-order the jth 

e) 

column of the Q matrix by removing J. from its current position 
1 

and re-inserting it according to rule Z. 

[;end a "go ahead" Signal back to J.. Note that even though 
1 

D. changes and the queue matrix Q is partially reordered, the 
1 

detection algorithm L4 need not be executed, since it will be 

shown later that resources can always be released without 

endangering the safety of the system. 
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2' If there is any job in wait state, as indicated by the 

system i.Tait quel~e WAITQ, then select the next job from 

WAITQ, say 

a) If Dk ~ RFREE in each component then proceed exactly 

as in steps a) d) of item 1) under the Request primitive, 

but replacing i with k and N with 15
k 

throughout. 

In step d), if the algorithm L4 succeeds, then we must also 

remove J k from the waiting list WAITQ, whereas if it fails we 

can simply leave it in place (i.e. eliminate step d)[3] ). 

If this assignment is successful, we can repeat this step 

for the next job on WAITQ, say J • 
P 

b) If Dk > RFREE in at least 1 component, or if algorithm L4 

fails, we can either terminate the scheduler operation at once 

or continue checking all jobs on WAITQ, depending on the 

rule YJsed to order WAI'IQ. 

II. Deadlock Prevent i on i,li th Resource Sharing 

Introduction 

the last section of CGTM 9'3 we derived an algorithm to detect deadlock 

i:l the case v}here there existed 2 modes of resource control by a job: 

exclusive control, in ,.hich a resource element could be assigned to at most 

:::ne ,lol- at any time, and shared control, in -which a resource element could be 

assigned simultaneously to several ,jobs. The data base, B2 ' and detection 

algorithm, Lj' presented there l,7ere derived from the original data base, B
l

, 

a 'Cid algorithm, L2 , in astra ightforward manner. Since we have developed in 

t "is memo data base B3 and algorithm L4 by analogy to Bl and 1
2

, is is fairly 
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oovious tio") to construct a ne,,' data base B4 and a deadlock prevention algorithm 

L'i that ',ill permit resource sharing. Since the reasoning is essentially 

jdentical to that in section IX of CGTM 93, we will present the extensions 

f..ere vith 8 minimum of explanation. 

, Data Base B, 
'+ 

Figure 4 presents a schematic description of the scheduler data base 

that vill bE' requirer] in order to prevent deadlock when resource sharing 

1 s allo'ed. 'when campa red to figure 3, we see that the assignment matrix, 

A. the current demand motrix, D, and the maximum demand matrix, M, have each 

::ieen replaced ty 2 mat rices AE and AS, DE and DS, and ME and MS, respectively. 

JZC:', DE, and AE represent the maximum demand, the current demand, and current 

assignment of resources in exclusive control mode, and MS, DS, and AS represent 

t~le maximum demand, clJrrent demand, and current assignment of resources in 

s:-iared control mode. -,Ji" also replace the derived matrix U by 2 matrices 

lE and :;8 as follo"is: 

As in (:GrM 93, we define a nei,) m-component vector RSHARE as the total number 

0::' resour~e elements un<~er shared control by any job: 

PFREE r ·1 ,'" L J -' 

max Ac; [i, j J for j=l, 2, •.. , m 
i 

RMAX[~l: -RSHARE[j] - L AE[kmjJ for j=l, 2, •.• , m. 
i 

=n order to keep track of the shared resource elements we need to define 

m matrix called QSHAP~, where k = max RMAX[jJ is the maximum number 
j 

of resonrce elements in anyone resource class R .. The number in position 
J 

[i. j ] of thi s matrix "Jill be the number of jobs that currently have shared 

C(Yltrol of exactly i resource elements of type j. The algorithm 14 also 
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~~equires an auxiliary k by m matrix, QS, corresponding to QSHARE, and an 

»,-compcnent vector QMAX. 

Finally I.<'e need to redefine vector UNUMB such that for i=l, 2, ••• , n, 

WJl'vm[iJ = the Dumber of elements in the ith row of (UE + US) that 

are > O. 

hus tne ith element in UNlJlvffi represents the number of different resource 

'lasses that ma J7 be potentially demanded by job J., regardless of the number 
1 

f elements or the moeSt=:: of control required. 

Finishing Sequences 

,~,s will te provec; late r, a system -with resource sharing -will be safe 

.. f and only if there exists a finishing sequence F of all jobs in S such that, 

'enumt1ering the ,jobs su that J
k 

is the kth job in F 

~. =2 , ;. ...• r; as 

6. = RFREE + -qSHARE - ~H i ,F ] + 
1 

~hen '.;E' require 

1) 'lEllJ < RFREE 

: 18 [ 1 ] ~ (W[l,FJ-AS[lJ) + (RFREE-UE [1]) 

'lE [i ~ A 
L..... 

l 
2) 

'T8 [ i J :5 (W [ i ,F ] -AS [ i J) + (6.-UE[iJ) 
1 

for i=2, 2, -I' .... n. 

i+l 

L: 
k-l 

and defining~. for 
1 

m matrix W. ~hich is also a function of the sequence F, is defined 

exact12' as in:'-:GTM 93, so that W[ i, j ,F ] represents the number of resource 

elements of type j thai vJoula remain under shared control if' all jobs preceding 

in ? ~ere to finish and no other job, including J., changed its status. 
i 1 

,~,-s in algorithm L-:;, it is not necessary to compute W for use in algorithm L 
J 5' 

~~ince 'he QSP.A~E matri;~ "ill accomplish the same purpose, as sho-wn next. 



Algorithm L,_ 
) 

IS 

T{'le assume that tIle ordering rule Z is defined so that each column j 

01" Q is ordered according to increasing numbers of resource elements of type j 

t'1at remain for potential demand in exclusive control mode by the job, and, 

i'1 case of ties, by increasing numbers of resource elements of type j remaining 

f'Jr potential riemand ir: shared control mode. That is: 

for i=l,~ .... , 0,SIZE[jJ-l 

8~d i~ ~ase of equalit~ 

; r:-= [ Q [ i, j I, j ] ~ l -S [Q [ i + 1 , ,j ] , J ] 

Initialization same as for algorithm L4 except for the following: 

for j 1, 2, .•• , m 

THRESH [ j J ~ RFREE [ ~i J + 

and additionally 

~ AE[i,j] such that UNUMB[i] 
i 

o 

QS [ i, j J : = QSI1A."lE [i, j ] for i = 1, 2, ••• , RMAX j = 1, 2, ••• m 

Q,lfAX[jJ := largest i. such that QSHARE [i,jJ > 0 

Repeat: 

L1: 

L2: 

for .j :== 1 until m do 

begin parallel 

I := Q[fv1JU\K[j], j J ; 

while (fv1ARK[ j ] ::- QSIZE [j ]) 

AND (UE [ I, j] <: THRESH [j ]) 

AND (US [ I, j ] ~ (QMAX [ j J - AS [ I, j J + 

THRESH[j] - UE[I,j])) 

do begin 

BUMP ( I ); 

MA.RK[jJ .- r.LARK['j] + 1; 

I : = Q[lvlARK [j], j J 
end; 

end par211el 



if HC = 0 then < no deadlock> 

el se jf ACe 0 then <. deadlock> 

f}l HRESII • - THRESH + ACC ; 

Ace := OJ 

go to REPEAT; 

endj 

Procedure BUFJ: (integer value I)j 

jf DN [I J :- ~J then 

Eegi:l if I == K the!'~ (stop, no deadlock>; 

we ::: vIC - 1 j 

Bl for;; ::;;: 1 until m do 

B2 : 

end; 

end ,: 

begin 

QS[AS[I,JJ, JJ := QS[AS[I,JJ, J] - 1; 

while (QMAX[J] > 0) and 

end 

begin 

Ace [J] := ACC[J] + 1 ; 

QMAX[J] := QMAX[J] - Ij 

end 

16 
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,_ . Scheduler Primitives 

~he REQUEST and '~ELEASE primitives presented in section VI must be 

rnodified somev7hat to account for the 2 possible modes of resource control, 

exclusive and shared. Once again, however, it is not the creation of a 

('urrent demand (DE 0' DS.) by any job J 0 that creates the possibility of 
l 1 1 

:ntrodncing a deadlock into a previously safe system, but rather an assignment 

uf resources to satisfy a current demand, whether in shared or exclusive 

('ant YO] mode. ('nce again this is due to the fact that the detection algorithm, 

, depends only on the values of DE and US, and these change only when AE and AS 

(·nange. i.e., ~hen resources are actually allocated or deallocated. It will 

le sho':n later that resources can always be deallocated safely, so that only 

a~ allocation needs checking. 

1 ) F<':EQUEST'NE,NS) ',.;here rill is the m-component vector of new resource 

elements needed . j r in exclusive control mode, and NS the vector of • <..1 i 

new elements neeoed in shared control mode. We required NE ~ DE., 
1 

NS < iTS in eacr component. 
J i 

8 I:-' NE < RFREE and 

NS ~ (RSHARE-ASi ) + (RFREE - NE) (in each component) 

then proceed as follows: 

(1) for each NS[j] > 0, decrement QSHARE[AS[i,j], j] by one, 

ano 

(2 ) AEo 
l 

AS, 
l 

increment QSHARE[NS[j]+AS[i,j],j] by one. 

t- AE. + NE (so 
l 

t- AS. + NS (so 
1 

that DE. 
1 

that US. 
1 

~ 

~ 

UE. - NE) 
1 

US. NS) 
1 

/ ~) RFFEE f- RFREE - NE - max( AS. - RSHARE, 0) 
1 

RSHAliE ~ max (RSHARE, AS.) 
1 

't'here the "max" of 2 vectors is the vector of the max 

applied to the 2 corresponding components. 
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(4) .For each j such that either NE[J] > ° or NS[j] > 0, 

remove job J. from its current position in column j of the 
l 

Q matrix and re-insert it in that column according to rule Z. 

Execute algorithm L5 to find a finishing sequence. If 

one exists~ this assignment will create no deadlock, so 

~e invoke the Allocate Exclusive primitive for each 

resource element requested by NE, and the Allocate Shared 

primitive for each resource element requested by NS. 

Then send a "go ahead" signal back to J • 
i 

6: If' algorithm L5 fails to find a finishing sequence in 

step (~), then the assignment would create a deadlock 

situation and cannot be made at this time. We must 

therefore 

;8 "undo" steps (1)-(4) by restoring QSHARE, AE, AS, 

RFREE, RSHARE, and Q to their original state 

(t\ put job J. into the wait state by setting DE. ~ NE, 
l l 

DS. ~ NS, and adding J. to the system waiting list 
l l 

WAITQ according to rule Y. 

't) If both tests in step a) are not satisfied in each component 

then the ne1- resource demands of ,J. cannot be met at this time, 
l 

and J. is put into the wait state by setting DE. ~ NE, 
l l 

DS.; ~ N2 , and adding J. to the system waiting list WAITQ 
l 

according to rule Y. 

'-:) :)ELE..4SE (l'JE, NS) where NE is the m-component vector of resource elements 

C' urrently llnder exclusive control of J. but no longer needed, and 
l 

NS the vector of elements currently under shared control by J. but 
l 

no longe:: needed. We require NE ~ JtE., NS ~ AS. in each component. 
l l 



8 Resources can al"lays be deallocated safely at the instant the 

release is invoked, so we proceed as follows: 

(1) set RX ~ RSHARE 

(~) for each NS[j] > 0, decrement QSHARE[AS[i,j],j] by one, 

and increment QSHARE[AS[i,j]-NS[j],j] by one. 
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If QSHARE[AS[i,j],j] is reduced to 0, set RX[j] = max QSHARE[i,j]. 
i 

( 3) AE. ~ AE. - NE (so that DE. f- DE. + NE) 
l l l l 

AS. ~ AS. - NS (so that US. f- US. + NS) 
l l l l 

( :~ ) RFFEE· f- RFREE + NE + (RSHARE - RX) 

RSHARE ~ RX 

(» for each resource element in NE invoke the Deallocate Exclusive 

primitive, and for each resource element in NS invoke the 

Deallocate Shared primitive. 

(f)) for each component j of (NE + NS) that is ~ 0, remove 

job J. from its current position in column j of matrix Q 
l 

and re-insert it according to rule Z. 

send a II go ahead" signal back to J .• 
l 

If there is any job in wait state, as indicated by the system 

wait queue WAITQ, select the next job on that list, s'ay J _ 
k 

1) If DEk ~ RFREE and 

DS ~ 
k -

in each component, then proceed exactly as in steps (1)-(6) 

of item a) under the Request primitive, but replacing 

i with k, NE with DEk and NS with DOk throughout. 

If algorithm L5 succeeds in step 5 then we also remove J
k 

from the waiting list WAITQ, whereas if it fails we can 

simply leave J k in place (thereby eliminating step 

(6)-lb)). If the assignment succeeds, repeat this procedure 

for the next job on WAITQ, if any_ 
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if the above conditions are not true for J
k

, we can either 

terminate the scheduler at once, or continue checking 

all jobs on WAITQ, depending on the rule Y being used to 

order 'tlAITQ. 
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